THE MACDONALD GOVERNMENT PROSECUTED

FRANK HARDY

ON BEHALF OF MILLIONAIRE

JOHN WREN

- The MacDonald Government will pay the costs with the Victorian taxpayers' money.
- The action was taken to hound a man who had the courage to expose corruption which thousands had known about for years.
- Wren admitted he was behind the Hardy prosecution! When asked by a reporter: "What further action are you intended to take?" Wren said: "I shall have to consult my counsel." This, in spite of the fact that throughout all the proceedings every effort was made to present Mrs. Wren as the person taking action against Hardy!

Thousands Of Pounds Of The Taxpayers' Money Thrown Down The Drain. Why??
THE MILLIONAIRES USE THEIR POWER OVER GOVERNMENTS TO CARRY OUT THEIR PREPARATIONS FOR WAR—To Get Huge Orders—For Armaments And War Materials

In order to wage war they aim to crush all opposition from the people.

They designed the Communist Party Dissolution Act

- to silence all opposition to war.
- to remove any trade union leaders Menzies might name (without Menzies having to prove anything and without trial by jury)
- to jail you for five years if you said anything a Communist MIGHT HAVE said or did anything a Communist MIGHT HAVE done (for example, if you demanded lower prices or a wage rise).

The High Court declared that tyrannous Act invalid.

It is now proposed to introduce the same Act by the back door—by the State Government transferring powers to Menzies.

MacDonald must not be allowed to transfer those powers.

Cain, Victorian Labor Leader, Permitted The Prosecution of Hardy by MacDonald

Cain Must Be Forced To Stop MacDonald Giving Menzies More Power To Attack All Workers!
The Wren Millions Have Played A Sinister Role in Victorian Parliamentary Life.

"Power Without Glory" itself revealed the influence of Wren and other millionaires on certain corrupt Labor, Liberal and Country Party politicians.

The millionaires have been the real rulers behind all Victorian Governments including the present MacDonald Government.

What Is This Government's record?

HOUSES: The position is worse than ever. Slums were dilapidated, worse overcrowded, thousands in housing camps, harder than ever to get a home of your own. Blackmarketing of cement, brick, timber is rampant.

PRICES: Train fares—been twice in MacDonald-Cain Government's lifetime. Bus fares—are to go up on July 1st.

Gas—risen nine times in the past two years. MacDonald's phoney "nationalisation" of gas has simply meant higher gas prices for the people and a guarantee of the highest possible profits for shareholders.

Beer—price increase threatened for the near future—to mention but a few.

HEALTH: A shortage of 30,000 beds in the Metropolitan area. The Women's Hospital will be unable to cater for 2,000 expectant mothers next year.

The Victorian Day Nurseries Association may have to close eleven nurseries because they lack $30,000 for repairs.

The millionaires who really run the country are not concerned with the people's welfare, but with how much money they can make.

They Produce For War Because Building Houses And Hospitals Is Less Profitable.
The power of the people can defeat all attacks on democratic liberties.

The people can rid themselves of the MacDonald Government, the Government of high prices and hardship.

The powerful Victorian Labor movement can force Cain to cease supporting this Government.

Trade unions should forward resolutions to Cain and Labor leaders.

Labor supporters should notify the Victorian Labor Party that MacDonald must go.

The hold of the millionaires over Australian lives must be broken and our resources spent peacefully on construction, not war preparations.

MACDONALD MUST GO
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